Southeastern University offers degree programs that correspond with the following Fine Arts Festival categories. Students who earned at least a superior on one of the following categories will be eligible to receive one of the three Fine Arts scholarship awards.

**Art Division**
- Photography, Film

**Communication Division**
- Short Film
- Short Sermon, Sr.
- Short Sermon, Spanish

**Drama Division**
- Drama Solo

**Exhibition Division**
- Promo Video
- Vocal Solo, Classical, Sr.
- Worship Leading, Solo

**Instrumental Division**
- Bass Solo
- Brass Solo
- Guitar Solo
- Percussion Solo, Traditional
- Piano Solo
- String Solo
- Woodwind Solo

**Vocal Division**
- Songwriting
- Songwriting, Modern Hymn
- Vocal Solo, Female, Sr.
- Vocal Solo, Male, Sr.
- Vocal Solo, Spanish Female
- Vocal Solo, Spanish Male
- Worship Team, Large
- Worship Team, Small

**Kappa Tau Art Division**
- Photography, Film

**Southeastern University does not offer the following degree programs.** However, if you earned a superior rating in these categories at the Fine Arts Festival, you will receive a $500 scholarship from Southeastern.

**Art Division**
- Graphic Design
- Photography, Digital
- T-Shirt Design
- Visual Art, Three-Dimensional
- Visual Art, Two-Dimensional, Alternative Media
- Visual Art, Two-Dimensional, Painting and Drawing

**Communication Division**
- American Sign Language Group
- American Sign Language Solo
- Children's Lesson Group
- Children's Lesson Solo
- Puppetry Group
- Puppetry Solo
- Spoken Word

**Dance Division**
- Step Troupe
- Urban Solo
- Urban Troupe
- Worship Dance Solo
- Worship Dance Troupe

**Drama Division**
- Drama Ensemble, Large
- Drama Ensemble, Small
- Human Video Ensemble, Large
- Human Video Ensemble, Small
- Human Video Ensemble, Spanish
- Human Video Solo
- Drama Solo
- Dramatized Quoting
- Human Video Ensemble
- Human Video Solo
- Kappa Tau Art Division
- Graphic Design
- Photography, Digital
- T-Shirt Design
- Visual Art, Three-Dimensional
- Visual Art, Two-Dimensional, Alternative Media

**Exhibition Division**
- Instrumental Solo, Folk
- Mini Saga
- Musical Theatre
- Readers Theatre

**Instrumental Division**
- Instrumental Ensemble, Contemporary
- Instrumental Ensemble, Traditional
- Percussion Ensemble, Traditional
- Percussion, Unconventional

**Vocal Division**
- Choir
- Christian Band
- Rap Group
- Rap Solo
- Vocal Ensemble, Large
- Vocal Ensemble, Small
- Vocal Ensemble, Spanish

**Writing Division**
- Book Chapter
- Children's Literature
- First Person Essay
- Flash Fiction
- Poetry

**Kappa Tau Art Division**
- Graphic Design
- Photography, Digital
- T-Shirt Design
- Visual Art, Three-Dimensional
- Visual Art, Two-Dimensional, Alternative Media

**Kappa Tau Communication Division**
- Short Sermon

**Kappa Tau Drama Division**
- Drama Solo

**Kappa Tau Instrumental Division**
- Bass Solo
- Guitar Solo
- Piano Solo

**Kappa Tau Vocal Division**
- Songwriting
- Songwriting, Modern Hymn
- Vocal Solo, Female
- Vocal Solo, Male

**Kappa Tau Dance Division**
- Urban Solo
- Urban Troupe
- Worship Dance Solo
- Worship Dance Troupe

**Kappa Tau Drama Division**
- Drama Ensemble
- Dramatized Quoting
- Human Video Ensemble
- Human Video Solo

**Kappa Tau Vocal Division**
- Christian Band
- Rap Group
- Rap Solo
- Worship Team

**Kappa Tau Writing Division**
- Book Chapter
- First Person Essay
- Flash Fiction
- Poetry